Vibrational spectroscopic, molecular docking and density functional theory studies on 2-acetylamino-5-bromo-6-methylpyridine.
Conformational and molecular docking analysis of 2-acetylamino-5-bromo-6-methylpyridine molecule was carried out and the vibrational spectral analysis was also carried out using experimental and theoretical methods. The calculated and experimentally observed vibrational frequencies of the molecule were assigned and compared. The pyridine ring CH stretching and CH3 stretching vibrational modes were shifted towards higher wavenumber (blue shift). The C=O stretching vibrational frequency was shifted towards lower wavenumber (red shift). Ultraviolet-visible spectrum of the molecule simulated theoretically was further validated experimentally. Molecular reactivity and stability were investigated using the frontier molecular orbital analysis and the related quantum chemical molecular properties. Natural bond orbital analysis and the structure activity relations were also studied to confirm the bioactivity of the molecule. Anticancer activity was examined based on molecular docking analysis and it has been identified that the AABMP molecule can act as a good inhibitor against lung cancer.